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  Name: _________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No. ____ 

CODE-A 

 

  BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST – III : (2022-23) 

ENGLISH 

Class : IX 

Time: 1𝟏 𝟐⁄  Hrs.                                                    Maximum Marks: 40 

============================================== 

 

1.  Complete the following passage. 1x4 

  Spending time (i) ___________their kids brings immediate as well 

as long-term gains to fathers. Children of an involved dad 

(ii)________ more popular, get on better with their peers and are 

(iii)__________empathetic according to a research published by a 

Canadian study. Today, thanks (iv) __________the modern 

technology, fathers can spend more time with their children even 

when they are away from home. 

 

2.  There is an error in each line. Write the incorrect word and the 

correction. 

1x4 

3.  Read the extract given below and answer the questions that 

follow. 

1x4 

  “Miniature boughs 

Which if unchecked will expand again/ To former size” 

 

 (i) What is a ‘bough’?  

 (ii) What does the poet mean by ‘unchecked’?  

 (iii) What will expand again?  

 (iv) What is the poet telling man?  
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4.  Attempt the following questions in 40-50 words each: 3x4 

 (i) Was Santosh happy as her name suggested?  

 (ii) “Maria Sharapova cannot be pigeon-holed or categorized.” 

Explain 

 

 (iii) What is the significance of the ivy leaf? (The Last Leaf)  

 (iv) Why has the poet referred to death as “slumber”? Why has it sealed 

his spirit? 

 

5.  Attempt ANY ONE of the following questions in 100-120 words 

each: 

1x6 

  Compare and contrast the atmosphere in and around the Baudhnath 

shrine with the Pashupatinath temple? 

 

  OR  

  What is the most important aspect in the story that appealed to you 

in the prose piece ‘A House Is Not A Home’? 

 

6.  Write a descriptive paragraph on ‘My first school teacher’   (100-

120 words).  

1x5 

7.  Begin your story, in about 100-120 words, with the given line and 

give a suitable title. - ‘How foolish I was to have believed that 

young woman…’ 

1x5 

 

 

=============================== 
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Name: ______________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No. ____ 

          CODE-B 

 

   

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

                  PERIODIC TEST – III : (2022-23) 

ENGLISH 

Class : IX 

Time: 1𝟏 𝟐⁄  Hrs.                                                    Maximum Marks: 40 

======================================================================= 

 

1  Fill in the blanks with suitable words to complete the paragraph: 4 

  For opening (a) …… bank account, you require to select a bank (b) 

…… your choice. You need to visit the bank c) ….. contact the 

customer care office there. Thereafter you (d) ……. meet the concerned 

authority. 

 

    

2  The following paragraph have not been edited. There is an error in each 

line. Write the error with its correction: 

4 

 L1 Banana is an popular fruit and  

 L2 an important part to our diet today.  

 L3 It originally belonged in South Asia where  

 L4 it using to grow wild in the forests.  

    

3  Read the extract below and answer the following questions: 4 

  “And the strength of the tree exposed, 

The source, white and wet, 

The most sensitive, hidden 

For years inside the earth.” 
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4  Answer the following questions in 40 – 50 words: 12 

 a Why was the holy man, who gave Santosh’s mother his blessings, 

surprised? 

 

 b Besides tennis, what else is Maria Sharapova fond of?  

 c What was Johnsy suffering from? Why wasn’t she recovering even 

after the doctor treated her everyday? 

 

 d The passing of time will no longer affect her eyes, says the poet. Which 

lines of the poem says this? 

 

    

5  Answer any ONE of the following questions in 100 – 120 words: 6 

  Compare and contrast the atmosphere in and around the Pashupatinath 

temple with the Baudhnath shrine. 

 

                                       “OR”  

  What are the changes observed in the writer’s attitude from the time his 

house is burnt till it is rebuilt? 

 

    

6  Write a descriptive paragraph in about 100 – 120 words on ‘An 

Inspiring Teacher.’ 

5 

    

 a Name the poem and the poet.  

 b How is the strength of the tree exposed?  

 c What is the source?  

 d What does the poet say about the source immediately after this?  
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7  Complete the following story. Give a suitable title to your story.  

‘Suddenly the rain started. I stopped my scooty in front of an old and 

forbidden building. A skinny old man with drooping shoulders came 

towards me and whispered “Don’t go in sir, it is dangerous…..’ 

5 

    

    

    

    

  ==========================  
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Name: _____________________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No.: ____ 

CODE: B 

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST -3:[2022-2023] 

 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

CLASS: IX 

TIME: 1 ½ Hrs.       Maximum Marks: 40 

========================================================= 

 

General Instructions: 

All questions are compulsory. 

======================================================== 

   

SECTION-A 

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 

 

 

1.  Answer the following questions: (1 x 6 = 6)  

 a. What is Entrepreneurship? 

 

1 

 b. What is a business?  

 

1 

 c. ___________ is the aim of entrepreneurship. 

a. Earn a profit  

b. Solve customers’ need innovatively 

c. Both of the above 

d. None of the above 

 

1 

 d. The term entrepreneur came from: 

a. Latin 

b. French 

c. English 

d. None of the above 

 

1 

 e. The word entrepreneur originates from the French word 

entreprendre, which means to _______________ 

 

1 

 f. A ______________ must be innovative, hard working. 1 
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2.  Answer the following questions: (1 x 4 = 4)  

 a. What chart is used to show the relationship between pieces of an 

entity? 

1 

 b. __________ mechanism is used to filter out unnecessary data? 

a. Sorting 

b. Searching 

c. Validating 

d. none of the above 

1 

 c. What is a Presentation? 1 

 d. Which view is generally used for creating, formatting and 

designing slides? 

a. Normal View 

b. Outline View 

c. Notes 

d. Slide Sorter View 

1 

 

 

 

  SECTIONB:SUBJECTIVETYPEQUESTIONS 

 

 

3.  Answer the following questions: (2 x 6 = 12)  

 a. Differentiate between Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship? 2 

 b. Name the four major types of businesses? 2 

 c. What is an Entrepreneur? Write any two roles of Entrepreneur? 2 

 d. List any two characteristics of wage employment? 2 

 e. Name the four aspects of Entrepreneurship Conceptual model? 2 

 f. Explain any two characteristics of Entrepreneurship? 2 

 

 

4.  Answer the following questions: (2 x 3 = 6)  

 a. What is Freezing? What are the three types of data that can be 

entered in Calc worksheet? 

2 

 b. Write down the names of various types of charts? 2 

 c. Write any two advantages of using a presentation? 2 
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5.  Answer the following questions: (4 x 3 = 12)  

 a. (i) A spreadsheet shows part of a train timetable. You want the 

spreadsheet to count the number of stations visited. Which 

formula is used in cell B15? 

 

 A B 

1   

2   

3   

4 STATION TIME 

5   

6 JALANDHAR 7:30 

7 PHAGWARA 8:00 

8 LUDHIANA 9:00 

9 AMBALA 11:00 

10 KARNAL 12:30 

11 PANIPAT 1:30 

12 SONIPAT 2:15 

13 NEW DELHI 3:00 

14   

15 NUMBER OF STOPS  

   

 

(ii) Write down the formula or function that gives the total of 

the values from cell A1 to A10. 

(iii) What do you type into an empty cell to start a formula? 

(iv) Name the cells included in the range reference A1:B2. 

 

4 

 b. Name and explain any 4 components of a chart in a spreadsheet 

package. 

 

4 

 c. (i) Describe the use of fields available in header and footer? 

(ii) What objects can be inserted to slides in impress?  

(iii) What is slide master? Explain 

4 

     
 

 

================================================= 
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Name: _____________________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No.: ____ 

  CODE: A   

  BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 
PERIODIC TEST-3: [2022-2023]  

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
CLASS – IX 

 
Time: 1 ½ Hrs.                    Maximum Marks: 40 

============================================ 

 

  General Instructions:  
  All questions are compulsory. 

============================================== 

 

   

SECTION-A 
OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 

 

 

1.  Answer the following questions: (1 x 6 = 6)  

    

 i. Business is a (an) ____ activity. 
a. social     b. economic  

c. hazardous    d. none 

1 

 ii. Most important factor in forming a new business is : 
a. Finance     b. Marketing  

c. Govt.Support    d. none 

1 

 iii. ____ is a kind of business that provide services to the customers. 

a. Service Business   b. Product Business  

c. Both (a) & (b)    d. none 

1 

 iv. ____ buys product at wholesale price and sells the same at retail 

price.  

a. Merchandising business  b. Trade Business  
c. Both (a) & (b)    d. none 

1 

 v. People who are engaged in business activity are called_____. 

a. Entrepreneurs    b. Businessman   
c. Both (a) & (b)    d. none 

1 

 vi. ____ businesses are companies that may be classified in more than 

one type of business.  
a. Hybrid     b. Analog  

c. Agriculture    d. none 

1 
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2.  Answer the following questions: (1 x 4 = 4)  
    

 i. $A1$B2 is an example of ____ referencing in spreadsheet 

software. 
a. Absolute b. Relative  c. Mixed   d. none 

1 

 ii. Numbers entered into a cell are automatically ____ aligned. 

a. left  b. right  c. center   d. none 

1 

 iii. Which of the following is not a section of tasks pane? 

a. Master pages    b. Layouts   

c. Custom View    d. none 

1 

 iv. The slide show can be exited at any time during the show by 

pressing which of the following keys? 

a. Space bar b. End key  c. Esc key   d. none 

1 

    

  SECTION B: SUBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS  

3.  Answer the following questions: (2 x 6 = 12)  

    
 i. What are the four main aspects of Entrepreneurship Conceptual 

Model? 

2 

 ii. List two characteristics of wage employment. 2 
 iii.  What do you mean by business? Explain. 2 

 iv. Give any four characteristics of entrepreneurship. 2 

 v. Name any one factor that is common to both entrepreneurship and 
wage employment on contract basis. Explain. 

2 

 vi. What are the four steps in starting a new business venture? 2 

    
4.  Answer the following questions: (2 x 3 = 6)  

    

 i. How many rows and columns are present in a spreadsheet of 
OpenOffice Calc? 

2 

 ii. What will be the result of the formulas:  

a) =MIN(B1:B3)  
    [where B1, B2, B3 contains -1, 0, 1 respectively]. 

 
b) =AVERAGE(A20:A23) 

    [where A20, A21, A22, A23 contains 15, 5, 2, 6 respectively]. 

2 

 iii. Name any four elements of a presentation. 2 
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5.  Answer the following questions: (4 x 3 = 12)  
    

 i. ‘The order of precedence is the order in which Calc calculates a 

formula’. Write down the order of precedence. 

4 

 ii. ‘Global Finance’ maintain their employee details in a spreadsheet 

as shown below. A sample data of 5 employees is shown below. 

Write formulas for the operations (a) to (d) based on the 
spreadsheet given below along with the relevant cell address: 

 

 

 A B C D E F G 

1 NAME BASIC HRA DA PF GROSS 

SALARY 

NET 

SALARY 

2 Ishan 15000 _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 

3 Priyanka 25000 _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 

4 Salman 35500 _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 

5 Rahul 10000 _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 

6 Sunita 40000 _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 

7        

 
(a)  To calculate the HRA as 46 % of BASIC for each  

 employee  and display in column C.    (1) 

(b)  To calculate the DA as 100% of BASIC for each  
 employee  and display in column D.    (1) 

(c)  To calculate the PF as 25% of BASIC for each  

 employee and display in column E.    (1) 
(d)  To calculate the GROSS SALARY as 

 BASIC+HRA+DA for each employee and display  

 in column F.         (1) 
 

4 

 iii. Mention the four features of Impress. 4 
 

=================================== 
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Name: ______________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No. ____ 

         CODE - A 

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST – III : (2022-23) 

MATHEMATICS 

Class : IX 

Time: 1𝟏 𝟐⁄  Hrs.                                                    Maximum Marks: 40 

=============================================================== 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:- 

i) This question paper has 5 Sections ATO E.  

ii) Section A has 10 MCQs.  

iii) Section B has 2 questions carrying 2marks each.  

iv) Section C has 4 questions carrying 3marks each.  

v) Section D has 2 questions carrying 5marks each. 

vi) Section E has 1 question carrying 4marks.  

vii) All questions are compulsory. However an internal choice in 1 question 

of 5 marks, 1 question of 3 marks and 1 question of 2 marks is provided.  

=================================================== 

SECTION – A 

 

1. The angles of a quadrilateral  are in the ratio 3 : 4 : 5 : 6. The smallest 

of these angles is 

 (a) 45º (b) 60º (c) 36º (d) 48º 

2. In which of the following figures are the diagonals equal ? 

 (a) Parallelogram (b) Rhombus (c) Trapezium (d) Rectangle 

3. The lengths of the diagonals of a rhombus are 16 cm and 12 cm. The 

length of each side of the rhombus is 
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 (a) 10 cm (b) 12 cm (c) 9 cm (d) 8 cm 

4. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are 20 cm, 16 cm and 12 cm. 

The area of the triangle is 

 (a) 96 cm2 (b) 120 cm2 (c) 144 cm2 (d) 160 cm2 

5. Each side of an equilateral triangle measures 8 cm. The area of the 

triangle is 

 (a) 8√3cm2 (b) 16√3cm2 (c) 32√3cm2 (d) 48 cm2 

6. If the height and the radius of a cone are doubled the volume of the 

cone becomes 

 (a) 3 times (b) 4 times (c) 6 times (d) 8 times 

7. The surface area of a sphere of radius 21 cm is 

 (a) 2772 cm2 (b) 1386 cm2 (c) 4158 cm2 (d) 5544 cm2 

8. If the ratio of the volumes of two spheres is 1:8 then the ratio of their 

surface areas is: 

 (a) 1 : 2 (b) 1 : 4 (c) 1 : 8 (d) 1 : 16 

9. The class mark of the class 90 -120 is 

 (a) 90 (b) 105 (c) 115 (b) 120 

10. Each question consists of two statements namely, Assertion (A) and 

Reason (R). For selecting the correct answer, use the following code: 

 (a) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true and Reason (R) is a 

correct explanation of Assertion (A). 

 (b) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true but Reason (R) is not 

a correct explanation of Assertion (A). 

 (c) Assertion (A) is true and Reason (R) is false. 

 (d) Assertion (A) is false and Reason (R) is true. 
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Assertion (A) Reason (R) 

If three angles of a quadrilateral 

are 130º, 70º and 60º then the 

fourth angle is 100º 

The sum of all the angles of a 

quadrilateral is 360º 

 The correct answer is (a)/(b)/(c)/(d) 

SECTION –B 

 

11. Prove that the sum  of all the four angles of a quadrilateral is 360º. 

12. The height and the slant height of a cone are 21 cm and 28 cm 

respectively. Find the volume of the cone. 

Or, 

 The height of a cone is 24 cm and the diameter of its base is 14 cm. 

Find the total surface area of the cone. 

SECTION –C 

 

13. Prove that the line segment joining the midpoints of any two sides of a 

triangle is parallel to the third side and equal to half of it. 

Or, 

 Prove that the line drawn through the midpoint of one side of a 

triangle, parallel to another side, bisects the third side. 

14. The sides of a triangle are in the ratio 5:12:13 and its perimeter is 

150m. Find the area of the triangle. 

15. How many lead balls, each of radius 1 cm, can be made from a 

sphere of radius 8 cm ? 
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16. The birth rate per thousand in five countries over a period of time is 

shown below : 

 

 

Country China India Germany UK Sweden 

Birth rate per 

thousand 

42 35 14 28 21 

 Represent the above data by a bar graph. 

 

 

 

 

SECTION – D 

 

17. The perimeter of a triangular field is 540 m and its sides are in the 

ratio 25 : 17 : 12. Find the area of the field. Also find the cost of 

ploughing the field at Rs. 5/m2 

 

18. The height of a cone is 30 cm. A small cone is cut off at the top by a 

plane parallel to the base. If its volume be 
1

27
 of the volume of the 

given cone, at what height above the base, the section has been 

made ? 

Or, 

 A semicircular sheet of diameter 28 cm is bent to form an open conical 

cup. Find the capacity of the cup (Use √3 = 1.732 ) 
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SECTION - E 

19. Book Trust of India had organised a book fair in Delhi. Each day 

hundreds of people visited there. The following bar graph shows an 

approximate number of people who visited the fair on different days of 

a particular week.

 

 

 On the basis of above information answer the following questions. 

(Any four) 

 (a) On which day of the week highest number of people visited the 

fair ? 

 (b) On which days did equal number of people visit the fair ? 
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 (c) How many people visited the fair on Saturday ? 

 (d) How many people visited the fair on Friday ? 

 (e) On which day of the week lowest number of people visited the 

fair ? 

 

 

 

 

======================================== 
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  Name: ____________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No.: ____ 

CODE: B 

 

  BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST – 3 : [2022-2023] 

MATHEMATICS 

CLASS: IX 

Time: 1
𝟏

𝟐
 Hrs.                                                   Maximum Marks: 40 

=============================================== 

 

  General Instructions: 

1. This question paper contains 5 sections A-E. 
    Section A has 10MCQs of 1 mark each. 

2.  Section B has 2 questionscarrying 2 marks each. 

3.  Section-C has 4 questions carrying 3 marks each. 
4.  Section-D has 2 questions carrying 5 marks each. 

5.  Section-E has 1 question carrying 4 marks. 

6.  Internal choices are provided in 1 question of 2 marks, 1 
     questions of 3 marks,1 question of 5 marks.  

     An internal choice has been provided in part-b of Section E. 

7.  All 19 questions are compulsory. 
================================================ 

 

   

 

SECTION- A 

 

 

 

1.  ABCD is a parallelogram. If <B= 100° , then (<A+ <C) is equal to: [1] 

  a) 200°           b) 160°             c) 180°             d) 36°  

2.  ABCD is a quadrilateral and P, Q, R, and S are the mid points of the 

sides AB, BC, CD and DA respectively. If BD =12cm then the 

length of QR is: 

[1] 

  a) 6cm            b)8cm              c)3cm               d)4cm  

3.  ABCD is a rhombus, O is intersecting point of diagonal AC and BD 

such that OD =4cm and OA =3cm. Perimeter of rhombus is 

[1] 

  a) 16cm          b) 12cm           c) 14cm              d) 20cm  

4.  Side of an equilateral triangle is 4cm. Its area is  [1] 

  
a) 4√3 cm2      b) 

√3

4
 cm2        c) √3 cm2               d) 2√3 cm2 
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5.  Herons formula is  [1] 
  a) ∆= √𝑠(𝑠 − 𝑎)(𝑠 − 𝑏)(𝑠 − 𝑐) , s = a+b+c  

  b) ∆= √𝑠(𝑠 − 𝑎)(𝑠 − 𝑏)(𝑠 − 𝑐) , 2s = a+b+c  

  c) ∆= √𝑠(𝑠 + 𝑎)(𝑠 + 𝑏)(𝑠 + 𝑐) , s = a+b+c  

  d) ∆= √(𝑠 − 𝑎)(𝑠 − 𝑏)(𝑠 − 𝑐) , s = abc  

6.  The total surface area of a solid hemisphere is 27 cm2 then its radius 
is 

[1] 

  
a) √

3

𝜋
 cm           b) 3 cm         c) 3𝜋 cm              d) √

9

𝜋
 cm 

 

7.  Volume of right circular cone of radius 3 cm and height 7cm is [1] 

  a) 66 cm3          b) 264 cm3        c) 132 cm3      d) 22 cm3  

8.  If the volume and surface area of a sphere are numerically equal (in 

cm) then the radius of the sphere is: 

[1] 

  a) 2 cm             b) 3 cm               c) 5 cm           d) 7 cm  
9.  The class size of the interval 15 - 28 is: [1] 

  a) 7               b) 8               c) 9                d) 13  

   

 

ASSERTION- REASON BASED QUESTION 

 

 

 

10.  Assertion(A) :If three angles of a quadrilateral are 130° , 70° and 

60° then the fourth angle is 100° 
[1] 

  Reason (R) :The sum of all the angle of a quadrilateral is 360°.  

  a) Both assertion (A) and Reason(R) are true and Reason (R) is a 

correct explanation of Assertion (A). 

b) Both assertion (A) and Reason(R) are true but Reason (R) is 
not a correct explanation of Assertion (A). 

c) Assertion (A) is true and Reason(R) is false. 

d) Assertion (A) is false and Reason (R) is false. 
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SECTION - B 

11.  In the adjoining figure, AD and BE are the medians of ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶 and 

DF|| BE. Show that CF = 
1

4
 AC 

[2] 

  

 
 

 

12.  A joker’s cap is in the form of a right circular cone of base radius 7 
cm and height 24 cm. Find the area of the sheet required to make 10 

such caps. 

[2] 

  OR  
  The radii of two spheres are in the ratio 1:2. Find the ratio of their 

surface areas. 

 

  SECTION- C  
13.  ABCD is a square and    ECD is a equilateral triangle. Prove that : [3] 

 i) AE = BE and   

 ii) <DAE = 15°  

  

 

 

  OR  
  Prove that the line segment joining the mid points of two sides of a 

triangle is parallel to the third side and equal to half of it. 
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14.  Calculate the area of the triangle whose sides are 18 cm, 24 cm and 

30 cm in length. Also find the length of the altitude corresponding to 

the smallest side. 
 

 

[3] 

15.  Two cones have their height in the ratio 1:3 and the radii of their 
bases in the ratio 3:1. Show that their volumes are in the ratio 3:1. 

 

 

[3] 

16.  The following table shows the favourite sports of 250 students of a 

school. Represent the data by a bar graph. 

[3] 

  Sports  cricket football tennis badminton swimming 

No. of 

students 

75 35 50 25 65 

 

 

   

 

SECTION-D 

 

 

 

17.  The perimeter of a triangle is 50 cm. one side of the triangle is 4 cm 

longer than the smallest side and the third side is 6 cm less than 
twice the smallest side. Find the area of the triangle. 

 

[5] 

18.  A semicircular sheet of diameter 28 cm is bent to form an open 

conical cup. Find the capacity of the cup. (use√3 = 1.732) 

 

[5] 

  OR 
 

 

  A hollow sphere of external and internal diameters 8 cm and 4 cm 

respectively is melted into a cone of base diameter 8 cm. Find the 
height of the cone. 
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  SECTION - E  

19.  Read the bargraph and answer the following questions: [4] 
  

 

 

 (a) What information does the bargraph give?  
 (b) In which subject is the student very good?  

   

OR 
 

 

  In which subject is the student very poor?  

 (c) What is the average of his marks?  
                                             

 

==================================== 
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Name: ____________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No.: ____ 

CODE:A 

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST – 3 : [2022-2023] 

SCIENCE 

CLASS: IX 

Time: 1
𝟏

𝟐
 Hrs.                                                   Maximum Marks: 40 

====================================================== 

 

 

General Instructions: 

 

 

(i) This question paper consists of 17 questions in 5 sections. All 

questions are compulsory. 

(ii) This question paper is divided into five sections-A, B, C, D and 

E. 
(iii) Section A-Questions no. 1, 3, 4 and 6 are MCQ type questions. 

Each carry 01 mark and Questions 2, 5 and 7 are Reasoning-
Assertion type questions, each carrying 01 mark. 

(iv) Section Bconsists of 3 Very Short Answer type questions 

carrying 02 marks each. Answer to these questions should in the 
range of 30 to 50 words. 

(v) Section Cconsists of 3 Short Answer type questions carrying 03 

marks each. Answer to these questions should in the range of 50 
to 80 words. 

(vi) Section Dconsists of 2 Long Answer type questions carrying 05 
marks each. Answer to these questions should in the range of 80 

to 120 words. 

(vii) Section Econsists of 2 source-based/ case-based units of 
assessment of 04 marks each with sub-parts. 

(viii) Internal choices have been provided in some questions. Only one 

of the alternatives has to be attempted. 
===================================================== 
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SECTION-A 

(Select and write one most appropriate option out of the four options given 

for each of the questions 1 to 7.) 
 

1.  An object weighing 5N in air and weighs 4.5N in a liquid. 

The buoyant force experienced by the object is – 
 

(a) 4.5 N 

(b) 5 N 
(c) 0.5 N 

(d) 9.5 N 

 

1 

2.  The following question consists of two statements-

Assertion(A)and Reason(R).  

 
Answer this question selecting the appropriate option given 

below:  

 
(a) Both A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of 

     A.  

 
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation 

      of A.  

 
(c) A is true but R is false.  

 
(d) A is false but R is true.  

 

Assertion (A): - Watt hour is the unit of energy. 
 

Reason (R): - kilowatt hour is the unit of electric power. 

 

1 

3.  The number of moles in 7g of N2gas is: 

(a) 0.01 mole    (b)  0.5 mole   (c) 0.25 mole   (d) 0.75 mole 

 

1 

4.  Positive ion is formed from the neutral atom by the loss of   

(a) protons   (b) neutrons(c) alpha particles(d) electrons 

 
 

1 
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5.  The following question consists of two statements-
Assertion(A)and Reason(R).  

Answer this question selecting the appropriate option given 

below:  
(a)Both A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of 

A.  

(b)Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation 
of A.  

(c)A is true but R is false.  

(d)A is false but R is true.  
 

Assertion(A):Isotopes of an element are chemically similar. 

Reason(R):Isotopes of an element have same atomic 
number. 

 

1 

6.  To solve the food problem of the country, which among the 
following is necessary? 

 

(a) Increased production and storage of food grains 
(b) Easy access of people to the food grain 

(c) People should have money to purchase the grains 

(d) All of the above. 

 

1 

7.  The following question consists of two statements-

Assertion(A)and Reason(R).  
Answer this question selecting the appropriate option given 

below:  
(a)Both A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of 

A.  

(b)Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation 
of A.  

(c)A is true but R is false.  

(d)A is false but R is true. 

 

Assertion (A): Intercropping prevents pests. 

 

Reason (R): Plants pests can be controlled by pesticides. 

 

 
 

1 
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SECTION-B 

(Q. no. 8 to 10 are very short answer questions.) 

 

8. (a) 
(b) 

What do you understand by the frequency of a sound wave? 
Write SI unit of frequency. 

 

2 

  OR  

  Two children are at opposite ends of an aluminium rod. One 

strikes the end of the rod with a stone. Find the ratio of times 

taken by the sound waves in air and in the aluminium to 
reach the second child. (Speed of sound in aluminium is 

6120 m/s & in air 340 m/s) 

 

 

9.  

 

 
 

Elements ‘A’ and ‘B’ have atomic numbers 18 and 16 

respectively. Which of these two would be more reactive and 

why? 
 

2 

10.  If there is a low rainfall in the village throughout the year, 

what measures will you suggest to the farmers for better 
cropping? 

 

2 

 

 

SECTION-C 

(Q. no. 11 to 13 are short answer questions.) 
 

11.  A flask contains 4.4g of CO2 gas. Calculate 

a) How many moles of CO2 gas does it contain? 
b) How many molecules of CO2 gas are present in the 

sample? 

c) How many atoms of oxygen are present in the given 
sample? 

(Atomic mass of C=12u and O=16u) 
 

3 

  OR  

  Convert into moles 

a) 12g of oxygen gas. 
b) 20g of water. 

c) 22g of carbon dioxide. 
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12.  What do you understand by composite fish culture? 

 

3 

13.  Why bee keeping should be done in good pasturage? 

 

3 

  OR  

  Suggest some methods to keep the poultry birds disease free. 

 

 

SECTION-D 

(Q. no. 14 to 15 are long answer questions.) 

 
14. (a) 

 

(b) 

Show that the total energy of a freely falling object or body 

is conserved. 

Distinguish between positive and negative work. When you 
lift an object, two forces are act on it. Identify these forces. 

Which one of the two does i) positive work ii) negative 

work? Justify your answer 
 

5 

15. (a) 

 
 

(b) 

(c) 

The average atomic mass of a sample of an element ‘X’ is 

16.2u. What is the percentage of each isotope of X with 
masses 16 and 18 respectivelyin the sample?                                                         

Define valency by taking examples of silicon and oxygen. 

If Z=3, what would be the valency of the element? 
 

5 

 

SECTION-E 

(Q. no. 16 to 17 are case-based/source-based questions with 2-3 short sub-

parts. Internal choice is provided in one of these sub-parts.) 

 
16.  A Greek scientist Archimedes conducted many experiments 

and concluded that when a body or an object is immersed 

partially or completely in a liquid or a gas, it experiences an 
upthrust or buoyant force. The upthrust or buoyant force is 

equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the body. As a 
result of the buoyant force acting on an object, the weight of 

the object decreases, when immersed in a fluid. 

 

4 

 

 

 (a) Define upthrust or buoyant force.  

 (b) State Archimedes’ principle.  

 (c) The volume of a 500 g sealed packet is 350 𝑐𝑚3.Will the 

packet float or sink in water? Explain. 
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  OR  

 (c) If a fresh egg is put into a beaker filled with water, it sinks. 

On dissolving a lot of salt in the water, the egg begins to rise 

and then floats. Why? 

 

 

17.  Milk production depends on the duration of the lactation 

period of the milch animals after the birth of a calf. So, milk 
production can be increased by increasing the lactation 

period. Exotic or foreign breeds (eg. Jersey, Brown Swiss) 

are selected for long lactation periods, while local breeds 
(eg. Red Sindhi, Sahiwal) show excellent resistance to 

diseases. The two can be cross-bred to get animals with both 

the desired qualities. 
 

4 

 (a) Name the two exotic breeds of cows.  

 (b) Who are milch animals?  

 (c) What is cross-breeding? Give an example.  

  OR  

 (c) On what factor basically, the milk production depends?  
 

 

 

=========================== 
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  Name: ____________________ Sec: ____ Roll No.: ____                                                                           

CODE:B 

 

  BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST – 3 : [2022-2023] 

SCIENCE 

CLASS: IX 

Time: 1
𝟏

𝟐
 Hrs.                                 Maximum Marks: 40 

========================================= 

 

  General Instructions: 

(i)This question paper comprises 17 questions.All 
questions are compulsory. 

(ii)This question paper is divided into five sections-

A,B,C,D and E. 
(iii)Section A-Questions 1,3,4 and,6 are MCQ type 

questions.Each carries 1 mark and Questions 2,5 and 7are 

Reasoning-Assertion type questions,each carrying 1 mark. 
(iv)Section B-Questions 8 to 10 are very short answer type 

questions,each carrying 2 marks. 

(v)Section C-Questions 11 to 13 are short answer type 
questions,each carrying 3 marks. 

(vi)Section D-Questions 14 and 15 are long answer type 

questions,each carrying 5 marks. 
(vii)Section E- Questions 16 and 17 are Case/Source 

based questions,each carrying 4 marks. 

(viii)Internal choices have been provided in some 
questions.Only one of the alternatives has to be attempted. 

=================================== 

 

                                       

SECTION-A 

 

 

 

1.  An object weighs 10 N in air. When immersed fully in a 

liquid, it weighs only 8 N. The weight of  liquid displaced 

by the object will be: 

(a) 2 N 

(b) 8 N 

(c) 10 N 
(d) 12 N 

1 
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2.  The following question consists of two statements-

Assertion(A)and Reason(R).  

Answer this question selecting the appropriate option 

given below:  

(a)Both A and R are true and R is the correct 

explanation of A.  

(b)Both A and R are true but R is not the correct 

explanation of A.  

(c)A is true but R is false.  

(d)A is false but R is true. 

Assertion: A light body and a heavy body have same 

momentum. Then they also have same kinetic energy. 

Reason: Kinetic energy depends on mass of the body. 

 

1 

3.  Number of moles in 7gm of  N 2 is  
(a) 0.01mole  

(b) 0.5mole 

(c) 0.25mole 
(d) 0.75mole 

1 

4.  The value of Avogadro’s constant is:- 

(a) 6.01 x 10 22 
(b) 6.022 x 10 23 

(c) 6.022 x 10 -23 

(d) 6.022 x 10 24 

1 

5.  The following question consists of two statements-

Assertion(A)and Reason(R).  

Answer this question selecting the appropriate option 

given below:  

(a)Both A and R are true and R is the correct 

explanation of A.  

(b)Both A and R are true but R is not the correct 

explanation of A.  

(c)A is true but R is false.  

(d)A is false but R is true. 

Assertion : 1 mole of O and 1 mole of O2 contain equal 
number of particles. 

Reason :     1 mole of molecule is always double than 1 

mole of atom in diatomic molecules.  

 

1 
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6.  Select and write one most appropriate response out of 

the four options given: 

Leghorn is relate d to 

(a)apiculture   (b)dairy farming  (c)pisciculture (d)poultry 

1 

7.  The following question consists of two statements-

Assertion(A)and Reason(R).  

Answer this question selecting the appropriate option 

given below:  

(a)Both A and R are true and R is the correct 

explanation of A.  

(b)Both A and R are true but R is not the correct 

explanation of A.  

(c)A is true but R is false.  

(d)A is false but R is true. 

Assertion:Growth of plants and flowering are dependent 

on sunlight. 
Reason:Plants manufacture their food in sunlight by the 

process of photosynthesis. 

1 

   

SECTION-B 

 

 

8.  A source is producing 1500 sound waves in 3 seconds. If 

the distance covered by a compression and an adjacent 

rarefaction be 68 cm, find: 

 

Frequency and b) wavelength of the sound wave. 

 

2 

  OR 

 

 

  Name and define the two types of wave which can be 

generated in a long flexible spring (or slinky). 

 

 

9.  What is the number of valence electrons in Na + and O 2- ? 

Atomic no. of Sodium is 11 and Oxygen is 8.  

 

2 

10.  What are the two ways of incorporating desirable 

characters into crop varieties? 

2 
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  SECTION-C 

 

 

11.  Calculate the molecular mass of following substances : 

(a) SO2 
(b) HNO3 

(c) CO 

Atomic mass of S is 32 ,O is 16 , H is 1, C is 12 and N is 
14. 

3 

   

OR 

 

 

  Define : 

(a) Atomic mass 
(b) Mole 

(c) Avogadro constant. 

 

12.  Give three differences between manure and fertilizers. 3 
13.  An Italian bee variety,A.mellifera,has also been brought in 

to increase yield of honey.Why?Give three reasons. 

3 

  OR  
  What are the advantages of Composite fish culture?  

   

SECTION-D 

 

 

14.  Define the term work. Write the formula for the work done 

on a body when a force acts on the body in the direction of 

its displacement. Give the meaning of each symbol which 

occurs in the formula. 

A person of mass 50 kg climbs a tower of height 72 m. 

Calculate the work done. (g = 9.8 𝑚/𝑠2) 

 

5 

15.  Write the electronic configuration of the following species; 
At no. Al – 13 , P – 15 , Be – 4 , Ne – 10 and Ca – 20. 

(a) Aluminium  

(b) Phosphorus 
(c) Beryllium 

(d) Neon  

(e) Calcium 
 

 

5 
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  SECTION-E 

 

 

16.  An elephant weighing 40,000 N stands on one foot of area 

1000𝑐𝑚2, whereas a girl weighing 400 N is standing on 

one ‘stiletto’ heel of area 1𝑐𝑚2. 

Based on above information answer the following 

questions: 

4 

 (a) Which of the two, elephant or girl, exerts a larger force on 
the ground and by how much? 

 

 (b) Which of the two, elephant or girl, exerts a larger pressure 

on the ground? 

 

 (c) What pressure is exerted on the ground by the elephant 

standing on one foot? 

 

  OR  
 (c) What pressure is exerted on the ground by the girl standing 

on one heel? 

 

 

17.  Animal husbandry is the scientific management of animal 

livestock.It includes various aspects such as 

feeding,breeding and disease control.Animal-based 
farming includes cattle,goat,sheep,poultry and fish 

farming. 

4 

 (a) Name two different species of Indian cattle.  
 (b) Which animal is the cheap source of animal protein for our 

food? 

 

 (c) Name the two types of food requirements of dairy animals.  
  OR  

 (c) Why are the broiler chickens fed with vitamin-rich 

supplementary feed? 

 

 

 

 

===================================== 
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  Name: ________________________ Sec: ____ Roll No.: ____ 

CODE-A 

 

  BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PERIODIC TEST – 3 : [2022-2023] 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Class : IX 

Time : 1 ½  Hours                                   Maximum Marks : 40 

============================================ 

 

  General Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. There are 18 questions in total. 

3. There is no overall choice in the question paper. However, 

aninternal choice has been provided in few questions. Only 
one of the choices in such questions have to be attempted. 

============================================= 

 

1  Name the treaty signed after World war-I. 
A) Treaty of Versailles 

B) Treaty of German 

C) Treaty of Decree 
D) Treaty of Goebbels 

1 

2  Which was the famous film in which orthodox jews were 

stereotyped and marked? 
A) The Eternal Jew 

B) The Eternal Dreams 

C) The Eternal Holocaust 
D) The Eternal November Criminals 

1 

3  Which one of the following statements is incorrect? 

A) The total amount of winter rainfall is locally known as 
      Mahawat. 

B) El Nino is the periodic development of a warm ocean current 

along the coast of Peru. 
C)  Mausim is a Greek word literally means season. 

D) Mawsynram is the wettest place on the earth. 

1 

4  Pre-monsoon showers that help in early ripening of mangoes, are 
often referred as  

     A) Loo 

     B) Mango Shower 
     C) Kaal Baisakhi 

     D)Burst of Monsoon 

 
 

1 
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5  Which of the following statements about the reasons for 

conducting Elections are false? 

A) Elections enable people to judge the performance of the 
government 

B) People select representatives of their choice 

C) Elections enable people to evaluate the performance of 
judiciary 

D) People can indicate which policies they prefer 

1 

6  Nutritional level of food energy is expressed in the form of 
   A) Calories per day 

   B) Wheat consumption 

   C) Rice consumption per day 
   D) None of the above 

1 

7  Read the following statements: Assertion(A) and Reason(R). 

Choose one of the correct alternatives given below. 

Assertion(A): Vulnerability describes the greater probability of 

poor being more adversely affected then others, especially at bad 

times 
Reason(R): Widow, children and handicapped are certain 

individuals who are vulnerable to poverty in India. 

  A) Assertion is correct but Reason is wrong 
  B) Both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not a 

correct explanation to Assertion. 

  C) Both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is a correct 
explanation to Assertion. 

  D) Reason is correct but Assertion is wrong. 

1 

8  The calories requirement is higher in the rural areas because:- 
 A) They do not enjoy as much as people in the urban areas. 

 B) Food items are expensive. 

 C) They are engaged in mental work 
 D) People are engaged in physical labour 

1 

9  Who were called “November criminals”? 2 

10  What are by-elections? 2 
11  Why is the monsoon considered a unifying bond? 

                                    OR 

What do you mean by October heat? 

2 

12  State any two major reasons for poverty in India. 

 

2 

13  What promises did Hitler make to the Germans when he came to 
power? 

3 
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14  Mention any three powers and functions of the Election 

Commission? 

3 

15  Explain the different factors affecting India’s climate. 
                                    OR 

What are the different features of cold weather season? 

5 

16  What are challenges to free and fair elections in India? 5 
17  Read the following extract and answer the questions given 

below 

The years between 1924 and 1928 saw some stability.German 
investments and industrial recovery were totally dependent on 

short term loans from USA.This support was withdrawn when 

the Wall Street Exchange crashed in 1929.Fearing fall in prices 
people made franatic efforts to sell their shares.On a single day 

24 October 13 million shares were sold.The effects of this 

recession in the US economy were felt worldwide. 
 

 

  A) On whom did the Germans depend for short term loans? 1 

  B) Mention the value of shares sold on 24 October? 1 
  C) What did the people immediately do after the Wall Street 

Exchange crashed? 

2 

18  Read the following extract and answer the questions given 

below: 

 

The proportion of people below the poverty line is also not the 
same for all social groups and economic categories in India. 

Social groups, which are most vulnerable to poverty are 

Scheduled Caste and Schedule Tribe household. Similarly, 
among the economic groups, the most vulnerable groups are the 

rural agriculture labour households and the urban casual labour 

households. Although, the average for people below the poverty 
line for all groups in India is 22.43 out of 100 people belonging 

to Schedule Tribes are not able to meet their basic needs. 

Similarly, 34% of casual workers in urban areas are below the 
poverty line. About 34% of casual labour farms in rural areas 

and 29% of Schedule Caste are also poor. The double 

disadvantage of being a landless casual wage labour household 
in the socially disadvantaged social groups of the Schedule 

Caste or the Schedule Tribe population highlights the 

seriousness of the problem. Some recent studies have shown that 
except for the Schedule Tribe households, all the other three  
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groups (that is Schedule Caste, rural agriculture labourers, the 

urban casual labour households) have seen a decline in poverty 

in the 1990’s 
 

 I Which among the following factors are needed to determine 

poverty line? 
 A) Minimum level of food requirement and clothing 

 B) A minimum level of consumption of fuel and light 

 C) Minimum level of education and medical facilities 
 D) All of the above 

 

1 

 II What is the reason behind vulnerability to poverty for the rural 
agricultural labour and urban casual labour? 

 A) They do not have their own lands or property 

 B) They only get seasonal work 
 C) They are poorly paid 

 D) All of the above 

 

1 

 III What are the two main causes of poverty in India? 2 
 

 

 

 

================================= 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 
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============================================= 

 

  General Instructions: 
(i)  This question paper comprises of 18 questions. 

(ii)  All the questions are compulsory. Attempt all questions. 

(iii)  Marks are indicated against each question. 

(iv)  Separate instructions are given with each question wherever 

 necessary. Read and follow these instructions very carefully. 

(v) Answers should be brief and to the point. 

============================================== 

 

1.  Choose the correct option: 

What was the slogan coined by Hitler when he followed his 

aggressive foreign policy? 

a) Conquer the World 
b) We are Aryans, the real rulers 

c) One people, One empire and One leader 

d) Messenger from God 
 

1 

2.  Fill in the blank: 

In Germany students between 10-14 years of age had to join an 
organization named _________________. 

a) Jungvolk                                     c)Volkswagen 

b) Hitler’s Youth                            d) Young Nazi Party 
 

1 

3.  Fill in the blank: 

The word “monsoon” is derived from ______________. 
a) Mausim                                      c) Mousim  

b) Mausin                                       d) Mousam 

 

1 
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4.  Fill in the blank: 

Pre-monsoon showers are common specially in ________.      

a) Kerala and Karnataka              c) Uttar Pradesh 

b) Jammu and Kashmir                d) West Bengal and Bihar                          

1 

5.  Fill in the blank: 

Voter’s List is also known as _______________________. 

a) Election Number                            c) Electoral Roll 
b) Voter Identity Card                       d) Voter’s Page 

1 

6.  Choose the correct option: 

The new sustainable development goals of which agency 
proposes ending poverty of all types by 2030? 

a) World Bank 

b) United Nations 
c) National Sample Survey Organisation 

d) Government of India 

1 

7.  Choose the correct option: 

What did the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act, 2005 aim to provide? 

a) self employment opportunities for educated unemployed 
b) 100 days of wage employment to every household in rural 

areas 

c) 25 kg of food grains to each eligible family 
d) basic services like primary education and health to the states 

1 

8.  Choose the correct option: 

Which of the following states of India continues to be the poorest 
state? 

a) Tamil Nadu                           c) Bihar 
b) Kerala                                   d) West Bengal 

1 

9.  Describe any two problems faced by the Weimar Republic. 2 

10.  How do general elections differ from by- elections? 2 
11.  Why does Tamil Nadu coast receive winter rainfall? 

                                         OR 

Why does India have a monsoon type of climate? 

2 

12.  What is social exclusion? Give one example of social exclusion 

in India. 

2 
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13.  Explain what role women had in Nazi society? 
                                         OR 

In what ways did the Nazi state seek to establish total control 

over its people? 

3 

14.  Mention any three provisions which make the Election 

Commission in India an independent body. 

3 

15.  Explain the temperature and rainfall distribution of India? 
                                          OR 

Why is the monsoon considered a unifying bond? 

5 

16.  What do you mean by reserved constituencies? Why were they 
introduced by the Constitution makers in India?                       

                                          OR 

 Describe the challenges to free and fair elections in India. 

5 

    

17.  Read the given extract and answer the following questions: 

 
Hitler’s racism borrowed from thinkers like Charles Darwin and 

Herbert Spencer. Darwin was a natural scientist who tried to 

explain the creation of plants and animals through the concept of 
evolution and natural selection. Herbert Spencer later added the 

idea of survival of the fittest. According to this idea, only those 

species survived on earth that could adapt themselves to 
changing climatic conditions. We should bear in mind that 

Darwin never advocated human intervention in what he thought 

was a purely natural process of selection. However, his ideas 
were used by racist thinkers and politicians to justify imperial 

rule over conquered peoples. The Nazi argument was simple: the 
strongest race would survive and the weak ones would perish. 

 

4 

  (17.1) Name the natural scientist and his piece of work 
mentioned in the above passage.                                              (1) 

 

  (17.2) In Hitler’s view, which race of mankind was the finest on 

earth?                                                                                        (1) 

 

  (17.3) Why do you think Hitler had so much of hatred for the 

Jews? Write any two reasons.                                                  (2) 
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18.  Read the given extract and answer the following questions: 

 

There were a number of causes for the wide spread poverty in 
India. One historical reason is the low level of economic 

development under the British colonial administration. The 

policies of the colonial government ruined traditional handicrafts 
and discouraged development of industries like textiles. The low 

rate of growth persisted until the nineteen eighties. This resulted 

in less job opportunities and low growth rate of incomes. This 
was accompanied by a high growth rate of population. The two 

combined to make the growth rate of per capita income very low. 

The failure at both the fronts: promotion of economic growth and 
population control perpetuated the cycle of poverty. With the 

spread of irrigation and the Green Revolution, many job 

opportunities were created in the agriculture sector. But the 
effects were limited to some parts of India. The industries, both 

in the public and the private sector, did provide some jobs. But 

these were not enough to absorb all the job seekers. Unable to 
find proper jobs in cities, many people started working as 

rickshaw pullers, vendors, construction workers, domestic 

servants etc. With irregular small incomes, these people could 
not afford expensive housing. They started living in slums on the 

outskirts of the cities and the problems of poverty, largely a rural 

phenomenon also became the feature of the urban sector. 
 

4 

  (18.1) Which revolution helped in creating job opportunities in 
India?                                                                                    (1) 

 

  (18.2) How did the rural phenomenon of poverty become a 

feature of the urban sector?                                                  (1) 

 

  (18.3) Explain British colo 

nial administration as one of the major cause of wide spread 

poverty in India.                                 (2) 

 

 

======================================= 



                                                                                                         SET - A 

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 

PT-3 EXAMINATION [ 2022-2023] 

SUBJECT – L2 BENGALI 

CLASS – IX 

TIME- 1.5 HRS                                                               MAXIMUM  MARKS -40 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION – 

THE QUESTION PAPR IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS – 

SECTION – A- READING ( COMPREHENSION ) 

SECTION – B – CREATIVE WRITING 

SECTION – C – GRAMMAR 

SECTION – D – LITERATURE ( TEXT BOOK AND SUPPLEMENTARY READER ) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SECTION – A 

১) নিম্ননিনিত অিুচ্ছেদটি পচ্ছে প্রদত্ত প্রশ্ন গুনির উত্তর দাও –  (1X5)=5 

বচ্ছির জন্তুচ্ছে ধচ্ছর যিি িা াঁচাই পপারা হয় তিি তার পয নেরেম দুরাবস্থা 

হয়, পেিা  পবশ েহচ্ছজই বুঝচ্ছত পানর। নেন্তু িা াঁচার জন্তু যিি হঠাৎ ছাো 

পপচ্ছয় বাইচ্ছর এচ্ছে পচ্ছে তিি তার দুরাবস্থাটিও এে এে েমচ্ছয় বে েম 

হয় িা। 

 িন্ডচ্ছির এে নচনেয়ািািার এেটি পরনিঙ পদওয়া বাগাি েরা জনমর মচ্ছধে 

েতগুনি হনরণ থােত। পেই পছাট্ট জনমিুেুর মচ্ছধে িতুি ঘর ততনর হচ্ছব, 

তাই মজচু্ছররা পেিাচ্ছি োচ্ছঠর তক্তা এচ্ছি পেচ্ছিনছি। এেনদি এেিা  হনরণ 

পেই রানশ েরা োচ্ছঠর উপর চচ্ছে হঠাৎ পেমি েচ্ছর এে িাে নদচ্ছয় 



পরনিচ্ছঙর বাইচ্ছর নগচ্ছয় পচ্ছেচ্ছছ। হনরণ পািাচ্ছে পদচ্ছি নচনেয়ািািার পিাচ্ছেরা 

েব বোস্ত হচ্ছয় ছুচ্ছি এি, নেন্তু হনরণ পবচারা বোস্ত হি তাচ্ছদর চাইচ্ছত 

আরও অচ্ছিেিানি পবনশ। যিি পে বুঝচ্ছত পারি পয পরনিচ্ছঙর মচ্ছধে নেচ্ছর 

যাবার আর পোিও উপায় পিই, তিি পে পোথায় যাচ্ছব টঠে েরচ্ছত িা 

পপচ্ছর পাগচ্ছির মচ্ছতা নচনেয়ািািার বাগািময় পেবি পছািাছুটি েরচ্ছত 

িাগি। হনরচ্ছির পদৌে পদচ্ছি বাগাচ্ছির যত জন্তু েবাই পযি বেস্ত হচ্ছয় উঠি। 

বাঘ নেিংহ উচ্ছঠ দা াঁোি, হনরচ্ছিরা বে বে পচাি পমচ্ছি পয যার ঘচ্ছর োর 

পবাঁচ্ছধ দা াঁনেচ্ছয় পগি। আর বা াঁদরগুচ্ছিা পরনিচ্ছঙ পচাি পঠনেচ্ছয় পচাঁ চাচ্ছত িাগি 

আর পরনিঙ ধচ্ছর বা াঁোচ্ছত িাগি। আচ্ছিে হাঙ্গামার পর, পশষিাই পেই 

পঘরা জনমর দরজািা িুচ্ছি নদচ্ছয় হনরণিাচ্ছে পেই নদচ্ছে তাো েচ্ছর নিচ্ছত 

তিি পে নিচ্ছজর পনরনচত আশ্রচ্ছয় ঢুচ্ছে শান্ত হি।  

  এে টিয়াপানির গল্প পচ্ছেনছিাম; এে বাজজওয়ািার োচ্ছছ পে িািা 

রেচ্ছমর পবািচাি নশচ্ছিনছি। যিি তামাশা পদিবার জচ্ছিে দচ্ছি দচ্ছি পিাে 

এচ্ছে বাজজওয়ািার তাাঁবুর ধাচ্ছর নিে েরত আর ঢুেবার জিে পঠিাচ্ছঠনি 

েরত, তিি টিয়াপানিিা নচৎোর েচ্ছর বিত – ‘‘আচ্ছস্ত! আচ্ছস্ত। পঢর 

জায়গা আচ্ছছ! মশায়রা অত নিে েরচ্ছবি িা।’’ এেনদি টিয়াপানির নে 

দুম মনত হি, পে িা াঁচার দরজা পিািা পপচ্ছয় উচ্ছে পািাি। নেন্তু পািাচ্ছব আর 

পোথায়? এচ্ছে পতা পবচারার উেবার অিোে পিই, তার উপর িা াঁচাই পথচ্ছে 

িা াঁচািার উপচ্ছরও পেমি মায়া হচ্ছয় পগচ্ছছ। তাই দ ুএেনদি এনদে ওনদে 

িুনেচ্ছয় পথচ্ছে পে আবার ঘুচ্ছর নেচ্ছর পেই তাাঁবুর োচ্ছছই এেিা গাচ্ছছ এচ্ছে 

বেি। বাজজওয়ািা ততক্ষচ্ছণ তাচ্ছে িুাঁচ্ছজ িুাঁচ্ছজ পশষিাই তার আশা পছচ্ছে 

নদচ্ছয় বচ্ছেচ্ছছ। এমি েমচ্ছয় উপচ্ছর িানর এেিা তহ তচ পগািমাি শুচ্ছি 

বাজজওয়ািা পবনরচ্ছয় এচ্ছে পদিি পয গাচ্ছছর উপর টিয়াপানি বচ্ছে আচ্ছছ, 

আর যত রাচ্ছজের পানি এচ্ছে তার চানরনদচ্ছে পগািমাি েচ্ছর, তাচ্ছে 

ঠুেনরচ্ছয় আর পািে নছাঁ চ্ছে অনস্থর েচ্ছর তুচ্ছিচ্ছছ। টিয়াপানি পবচারা বোপার 

পদচ্ছি এচ্ছেবাচ্ছর আেষ্ট হচ্ছয় বচ্ছে আচ্ছছ, আর ক্রমাগত বিচ্ছছ - ‘‘আচ্ছস্ত! 

আচ্ছস্ত। পঢর জায়গা আচ্ছছ! মশায়রা অত নিে েরচ্ছবি িা।’’ তিি 



বাজজওয়ািা িা াঁচািা এচ্ছি িুচ্ছি ধরচ্ছতই পবচারা তাোতানে তার মচ্ছধে আশ্রয় 

নিচ্ছয়  হা াঁে পছচ্ছে বা াঁচি।  

ে) মজচু্ছররা পোথায়, পেি োচ্ছঠর তক্তা আচ্ছি? 

ি) নচনরয়ািািার পিাচ্ছেরা বেস্ত হি পেি?  

গ) হনরণিা পাগচ্ছির মত নে েচ্ছর? 

ঘ) পিাচ্ছেরা তামাশা পদিার জিে তাাঁবুর োচ্ছছ নিে েরচ্ছি টিয়াপানি নে 

বিত? 

ঙ) েনি নবচ্ছেদ েচ্ছরা – বেস্ত।  

SECTION – B 

২) পযচ্ছোচ্ছিা এেটি নবষচ্ছয় নবজ্ঞনি রচিা েচ্ছরা –        (5X1)=5 

ে) তুনম নবদোিয় পজিোর ছাি / ছািী  েম্পাদে / েম্পানদো। 

পজিোর আগানম েিংিোর জিে ছাি-ছািীচ্ছদর োছ পথচ্ছে নবনিন্ন ধরচ্ছির 

পিিা আহ্বাি েচ্ছর এেটি নবজ্ঞনি জানর েচ্ছরা। নবজ্ঞনিচ্ছত পযি েব ধরচ্ছির 

জ্ঞতবে নবষয়ই উচ্ছেি থাচ্ছে। 

অথবা 

ি) পজিমবচ্ছঙ্গর পূব ম পমনদিীপুর পজিায় বিোর প্রিূত ক্ষনত হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ। 

বিোপীনেত মািুষচ্ছদর োহাচ্ছযের জিে নবদোিচ্ছয়র ছাি / ছািী েম্পাদে / 

েম্পানদো নহচ্ছেচ্ছব তুনম নবজ্ঞনি নদচ্ছয় ছাি-ছািীচ্ছদর আিুচ্ছরাধ েচ্ছরা তারা 

পযি োহাচ্ছযের হাত বানেচ্ছয় পদয়। 

SECTION – C 

৩) ে)বােে পনরবতমি েচ্ছরা(পয পোচ্ছিা পাাঁচটি )-       (1X5)=5 

অ) পচাচ্ছির জি অবাধে হত। ( পিনতবাচে বােে )। 

আ) দুঘ মিিা বচ্ছো এেিা ঘচ্ছি িা। ( ইনতবাচে বাচ্ছেে )। 



ই) শরীরিা আজ তার িাচ্ছিা নছি িা। ( ইনতবাচে বাচ্ছেে )। 

ঈ) নতনি পযচ্ছত অেম্মত হচ্ছিি। ( পিনতবাচে বােে )। 

উ) েেি ছাি-ছািীই েৃতোয ম হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ। ( পিনতবাচে বােে )। 

ঊ) েবিা েরচ্ছত আনম োরও োহাযে নিইনি। ( ইনতবাচে বাচ্ছেে )। 

ি)শব্দগত ও বােেগত অশুজি েিংচ্ছশাধি েচ্ছরা(পয পোচ্ছিা পাাঁচটি )- 

(1X5)=5 

অ) নতনি এই ঘিিার োক্ষী পদচ্ছবি। 

আ) েেি ছািরাই এচ্ছেচ্ছছ। 

ই) এেথা প্রমাি হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ।  

ঈ) নপ্রনথনব – 

উ) উপোরীতা – 

ঊ) নবদুেত –   

SECTION – D 

৪) েটঠে উত্তরটি নিব মাচি েচ্ছরা(পয পোচ্ছিা পাাঁচটি )-      (1X5)=5 

ে) ‘িারচ্ছতর োচ্ছজ পতামার এে নবরাি িনবষেৎ রচ্ছয়চ্ছছ।’ – এিাচ্ছি োর 

িনবষেচ্ছতর েথা বিা হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ? 

অ) স্টারনির  আ) নমচ্ছেে বুচ্ছির ই) নমে িচ্ছবচ্ছির ই) নমচ্ছেে 

পেনিয়াচ্ছরর। 

ি) নমে মুিাচ্ছরর পমজাজ পেমি নছি?  

অ) হানেিুনশ আ) গম্ভীর ই) অতেন্ত রুক্ষ ই) োাঁদুচ্ছি। 

গ) বে্তৃতা পদবার জিে পিিচ্ছের পোথা পথচ্ছে িাে এচ্ছেনছি? 



অ) নিচ্ছজর সু্কি পথচ্ছে আ) নিচ্ছজর েচ্ছিজ পথচ্ছে ই) বািংিাচ্ছদশর েচ্ছিজ 

পথচ্ছে ঈ) িারচ্ছতর অিে প্রাচ্ছন্তর েচ্ছিজ পথচ্ছে। 

ঘ) গল্প পিিার জিে পোথা পথচ্ছে েরমাে এি? 

অ) ক্লাব-এর পদওয়াি পজিোর পক্ষ পথচ্ছে আ) পজিোর পক্ষ পথচ্ছে ই) 

পুচ্ছজা  েনমটির পক্ষ পথচ্ছে ঈ) সু্কি মোগাজজচ্ছির পক্ষ থচ্ছে। 

ঙ) নমে পিাচ্ছবি পেি িারচ্ছত আেচ্ছত পচচ্ছয়চ্ছছি?  

অ) পবোচ্ছিার উচ্ছেচ্ছশে আ) েব নেছু চাকু্ষষ পদিচ্ছত ই) পোচ্ছশািার জিে 

ঈ) বেবাচ্ছের জিে।  

চ) ‘পয অঙ্ক জাচ্ছি িা – এিাচ্ছি তার প্রচ্ছবশ নিচ্ছষধ’ – আচ্ছিাচে অিংচ্ছশ 

আচ্ছিাচে এই উদ্ধৃনতটি োর পদারচ্ছগাোই পিিা নছি?  

অ) পিিে আ) পেচ্ছিা ই) েুেুমার বাবু ঈ) অচ্ছঙ্কর েোর। 

ছ) পজিোর েতৃপক্ষ িুনশ হচ্ছয় পিিেচ্ছে েত িাো দনক্ষণা নদচ্ছয়চ্ছছি?  

অ) পঞ্চাশ িাো আ) হাজার িাো ই) এেচ্ছশা িাো ঈ) দশ িাো। 

৫) পয পোি এেটি প্রচ্ছশ্নর উত্তর দাও –                (5X1)=5 

ে) ‘সু্কচ্ছি নে নবিীনষোই পয নছচ্ছিি িদ্রচ্ছিাে।’ – বক্তা পে? িদ্রচ্ছিাে 

বিচ্ছত োর েথা বিা হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ? তাাঁচ্ছে পেচ্ছিা নবিীনষো বিা হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ? 

ি) ‘নেন্তু নবঘ্নও আচ্ছছ বহু’ – পে, োচ্ছে উচ্ছেশে েচ্ছর এেথা বচ্ছিচ্ছছি? 

োর পিিা, পোি রচিার  অিংশ? পিিে নে নে নবঘ্ন উচ্ছেি েচ্ছরচ্ছছি তা 

রচিাটি অবিম্বচ্ছি আচ্ছিাচিা েচ্ছরা।  

৬) পয পোি এেটি প্রচ্ছশ্নর উত্তর দাও –               (5X1)=5 

ে) ‘তুনম মাটির নদচ্ছে তাোও, পে প্রতীক্ষা েরচ্ছছ।’ – েনব পোি প্রেচ্ছঙ্গ 

েথাগুনি বচ্ছিচ্ছছি? মাটি পেি, েীিাচ্ছব প্রতীক্ষা েরচ্ছছ তা আচ্ছিাচিা 

েচ্ছরা। 



ি) ‘মাটি পতা আগুচ্ছির মচ্ছতা হচ্ছবই যনদ তুনম েেি েিাচ্ছত িা জাচ্ছিা-’ 

বক্তা পে? ‘তুনম বিচ্ছত েনব োচ্ছদর েথা বুজঝচ্ছয়চ্ছছি? েেি েিাচ্ছত িা 

জািচ্ছি েীিাচ্ছব মাটি আগুচ্ছির মচ্ছতা হয় তা েনবতা অবিম্বচ্ছি পিচ্ছিা। 

 

 

৭) পয পোি এেটি প্রচ্ছশ্নর উত্তর দাও –              (5X1)=5 

ে) ‘আজ পেই অপু েব মপ্রথম গ্রাচ্ছমর বানহচ্ছর পা নদি।’ – পোি রচিার 

অিংশ? অপু পে এবিং তার গ্রাচ্ছমর িাম েী? ‘পেই অপু’ বিচ্ছত পোি 

অপুর েথা বিা হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ?  

ি) ‘িুোইয়া পনেচ্ছত-পনেচ্ছত এই বইিানিচ্ছতই এেনদি পে পনেি বে 

অদ্িুত েথািা।’-‘পে’ বিচ্ছত োর েথা বিা হচ্ছয়চ্ছছ? েিি পে িুনেচ্ছয় 

েী বই পেনছি? পে েী অদ্িুত েথা বইটিচ্ছত পচ্ছেনছি?   

  

 ------------------------------------------------------ 
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Section : A (Unseen Comprehension)

1. >ãìW¡¹ ">åìZáƒ[i¡ šìØl¡ šøƒv¡ šøÅ¥P¡[º¹ l¡üv¡¹ ìºJ –

[ƒ>i¡à ®¡à¹ã [¤Åøã¡ú Åãìt¡¹ [ƒì> ¤àƒºà¹ ³ìt¡à &t¡ "Ñ¬[ÑzA¡¹ "à¹ [A¡áå

ë¤à‹ ÒÚ >àÒü¡ú ¤õ[Ê¡ [k¡A¡ ë™ š[Øl¡ìt¡ìá t¡àÒà >Ú¡ú [A¡”ñ ë³QàZáÄ "àA¡àÅ *

´Ãà> šõ[=¤ã ëA¡³> ³õìt¡¹ ³ìt¡à "ÎàØl¡ ÒÒüÚà "àìá¡ú ëÎàì³Å Òk¡à; "à\

"à[ÎÚà >à š[Øl¡ìº ëA¡³> A¡[¹Úà ƒåšå¹i¡à A¡ài¡àÒüt¡à³ t¡àÒà ¤[ºìt¡ šà[¹ >à¡ú

[A¡”ñ ëÎàì³Å* "à\ ë™> ëA¡³> ÒÒüÚà "à[ÎÚàìá¡ú

J¤ì¹¹ A¡àK\i¡à ƒå-&A¡¤à¹ l¡üºi¡àÒüÚà šàºi¡àÒüÚà ëÎàì³ìÅ¹ Îà³ì> ëó¡[ºÚà

[ƒÚà ¤[ººà³ - ‘&A¡i¡à "àÆW¡™¢ ¤¸àšà¹ ëƒìJá ?’

‘[A¡ ?’

‘"à\ìA¡¹ A¡àKì\ &A¡ÎìU Îàt¡-Îàt¡i¡à [>¹ç¡ì„Å-&¹ [¤`¡àš>¡ú’

ëÎàì³Å ëA¡àì>à ëA¡ïtè¡ÒºÒü šøA¡àÅ A¡[¹º >à¡ú ë™³> ¤[ÎÚà[áº, ët¡³[>

l¡üƒàÎã>®¡àì¤Òü Ç¡‹å [ÎKàì¹ìi¡¹ ë‹òàÚà áà[Øl¡ìt¡ ºà[Kº¡ú
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Îà‹à¹o šøÅ¥ – 1×5=5

(A¡) A¡=ìA¡¹ ³ìt¡ "Ñ¬[ÑzA¡¹ [¤ÈÚ[i¡ A¡ã ?
(J) ‘"àÆW¡™¢ ¤¸àšà¹’ i¡à A¡ã [áº ?
(K) [¤`¡àšì>¹ A¡= ëÅà>à¹ š¹ ëÎàì³ìÅ¹ šø[t¡[yû¡Úà A¡ã [áº ?
(J) ³õìt¡¹ ³t¡ "ÎàØl¡ ÒìÚ "àìá A¡à¹à ?
(R¡) [¤š¹ãt¡ Å¦ ëºJ - [¤Åøã¡ú

Section - B : Creative Writing

2. (A¡) ët¡à³àìƒ¹ [¤ƒ¸àºìÚ¹ &A¡\> [ÅÛ¡A¡ "¤Î¹ NøÒo A¡¹ìt¡ W¡ìºìá>¡ú
³ì> A¡ì¹à, tå¡[³ [¤ƒ¸àºìÚ¹ "[‹>àÚA¡¡ú ëÎÒü [¤ƒàÚ-Î ¬́‹¢>à ">åË¡àì>
"}ÅNøÒìo¹ \>¸ [¤ƒ¸àºìÚ¹ áàyáàyãìƒ¹ l¡üì„ìÅ¸ [¤`¡[œ¡ ëºJ¡ú

5×1=5

"=¤à
(J) ³ì> A¡ì¹à, tå¡[³ &A¡[i¡ Ñ‚à>ãÚ AÃ¡àì¤¹ Î´šàƒA¡¡ú ët¡à³à¹ &ºàA¡à¹

ƒ[¹‰ áàyáàyãìƒ¹ [¤>à³èìº¸ ¤Òüšy ëƒ*Úà Òì¤¡ú l¡üv¡û¡ [¤ÈìÚ AÃ¡àì¤¹
šÛ¡ ë=ìA¡ [¤`¡[œ¡ šøA¡àÅ A¡¹¡ú

Section - C : Grammar

3. >ãìW¡¹ šøÅ¥P¡[º¹ l¡üv¡¹ ëºJ (ë™ ëA¡à> 10[i¡) – 1×10=10

(A¡) ‘"àš>à¹ ƒÚà¹ A¡=à [W¡¹[ƒ> ³ì> ¹àJ¤’ - ¤àA¡̧ [i¡ìA¡ >Ñz̧ =¢A¡ ¤àìA¡¸
¹ê¡šà”z¹ A¡¹¡ú

(J) ‘tå¡[³ >¸àÚ A¡[¹*’ - >Ñz̧ =¢A¡ ¤àìA¡¸ ¹ê¡šà”z¹ A¡¹¡ú
(K) ‘i¡àA¡àÒü A¡ã >à ÒÚ ?’ - "Ñz̧ =¢A¡ ¤àìA¡¸ ¹ê¡šà”z¹ A¡¹¡ú
(Q) ‘>¤àÄ’ >ài¡A¡ "[®¡>Ú Òì¤ - ¤àA¡¸[i¡ìA¡ Ç¡‡ý¡ A¡ì¹ ëºJ¡ú
(R¡) Ç¡‡ý¡ ¹ê¡š[i¡ ëºJ – ‘[¤ƒ¸à>’
(W¡) ‘ÅøãW¡¹ì>Îå’- Å¦[i¡ìA¡ Ç¡‡ý¡ A¡ì¹ ëºJ¡ú
(á) ‘ìW¡àì¹ ëW¡àì¹ ³à³àìt¡à ®¡àÒü’ - ¤àA¡¸[i¡ìA¡ Ç¡‡ý¡ A¡ì¹ ëºJ¡ú
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(\) ‘®¡àìØl¡ ³à ºÜã’ - ¤àA¡¸[i¡ Ç¡‡ý¡ A¡ì¹ ëºJ¡ú
(c¡) Ç¡‡ý¡ A¡ì¹ ëºJ – ‘[>¹š¹à‹ã’
(d¡) Ç¡‡ý¡ ¹ê¡š ëºJ – ‘Î[³[W¡>’
(i¡) Ç¡‡ý¡ ¤à>à> ëºJ - ‘"Ò¹ày’
(k¡) ‘"ì>A¡ ëáìº¹à ®¡ìÚ [³ì=¸ A¡=à ¤ìº’ - Ç¡‡ý¡ A¡ì¹ ëºJ¡ú

Section - D : Main course book & Supplementary Reader Book

4. Î[k¡A¡ l¡üv¡¹ [>¤¢àW¡> A¡¹ (ë™ ëA¡àì>à 5[i¡) – 1×5=5

(A¡) [³. Ð¡à[l¢¡¹ [W¡[k¡Jà[> ëA¡³> [áº ? - Ç¡ÍHþ "=W¡ Î\ã¤ / ¹Îàº &¤}
šøào¤”z / Ç¡ÍHþ &¤} šøàoÒã>¡ú

(J) [³Î ³¸àA¡ºàl¡ül¡ A¡ã ëšàÅàA¡ š[¹[Òt¡à [áìº> ? šà[¹-ó¡¸àÅ> /
Òü[“¡Úà> ó¡¸àÅ> / Îåšà[¹ ó¡¸àÅ>¡ú

(K) ‘ët¡à³àìA¡ [>ì\¹ šàìÚ ƒòàØl¡àìt¡ Òì¤’ - A¡àìA¡ [>ì\¹ šàìÚ ƒòàØl¡àìt¡
Òì¤ ? [³Î ³åºà¹ìA¡ / [³Î ë>à¤ºôìA¡ / [³ìÎÎ ¤åºìA¡¡ú

(Q) ‘ëW¡àJ [ƒìÚ \º šØl¡ìá’ - A¡à¹ ëW¡àJ [ƒìÚ \º šØl¡ìá ? ³àÐ¡à¹
³ÅàÒüìÚ¹ / ëÅøàt¡àìƒ¹ / ëºJìA¡¹¡ú

(R¡) "à>@ƒ ³àÐ¡à¹³ÅàÒü ÎåAå¡³àì¹¹ l¡üì„Å¸ A¡ã [ºìJ[áìº> - K¿ / Kà>

/ [W¡[k¡¡ú

(W¡) ³àÐ¡à¹³ÅàÒü A¡ãìÎ¹ áày [áìº> ? Îà[Òt¡¸ / ƒÅ¢> / [¤`¡à>¡ú

(á) ìºJìA¡¹ \ã¤ì> ëA¡à>ô š¹ãÛ¡à¹ š¹ š™¢”z* "S¡ Î´¬ìÞê¡ ®¡ã[t¡ [áº?
- [¤.&. š¹ãÛ¡à / ³¸à[i¡öAå¡ìºÅ> š¹ãÛ¡à / AÃ¡àìÎ¹ š¹ãÛ¡à¡ú

5. >ãìW¡¹ šøÅ¥P¡[º¹ l¡üv¡¹ ƒà* (ë™ ëA¡à> &A¡[i¡) – 5×1=5

(A¡) ‘‘&A¡iå¡ šì¹Òü "à³¹à ë¹à³à[e¡t¡ ÒìÚ ëƒJtå¡³¡ú’’ - ‘"à³¹à’ ¤ºìt¡
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A¡àìƒ¹ A¡=à ¤ºà ÒìÚìá ? t¡à¹à A¡ã &¤} ëA¡> ë¹à³à[e¡t¡ ÒìÚ
ëƒJt¡?

"=¤à

(J) ‘‘[A¡”ñ [¤Q¥* "àìá ¤×¡ú’’ - ¤v¡û¡à ëA¡ ? ëºJA¡ A¡ã A¡ã [¤Q¥ l¡üìÀJ
A¡ì¹ìá> t¡à ¹W¡>à[i¡ "¤º ¬́ì> "àìºàW¡>à A¡¹¡ú

6. >ãìW¡¹ šøìÅ¥¹ l¡üv¡¹ ëºJ – 5×1=5

(A¡) ‘‘"Þê¡A¡à¹ &J>* ët¡à³à¹ ¤åìA¡¹ *š¹ A¡[k¡> šà=ì¹¹ ³ìt¡à, tå¡[³
[>Å«àÎ [>ìt¡ šà¹á >à¡ú’’ - ¤v¡û¡à ëA¡ ? ‘ët¡à³à¹’ ¤ºìt¡ &Jàì>
A¡à¹ A¡=à ¤ºà ÒìÚìá ? ëÎ [>Å«àÎ [>ìt¡ šà¹ìá >à ëA¡> ?

"=¤à
(J) ‘tå¡[³ ³à>åìÈ¹ Òàt¡ ‹ì¹à, ëÎ [A¡áå ¤ºìt¡ W¡àÚ’ - ¤v¡û¡à ëA¡ &¤}

A¡àìƒ¹ l¡üì„ìÅ¸ A¡=àP¡[º ¤ìºìá> ? A¡[¤ ëA¡> ³à>åìÈ¹ Òàt¡ ‹¹à¹
A¡=à ¤ìºìá> ?

7. šøÅ¥[i¡¹ l¡üv¡¹ ëºJ – 1+2+2=5

(A¡) ‘‘&ìÎà ƒàƒà®¡àÒü &ìÎà, ¤ìÎà ¤ìÎà¡ú’’ - ëA¡à> ¹W¡>à¹ "}Å ?
A¡=àP¡[º ëA¡ ¤ìº[áìº> ? ‘ƒàƒà®¡àÒü’ ¤ºìt¡ A¡à¹ A¡=à ¤ºà ÒìÚìá?
¤v¡û¡à ëA¡> A¡=àP¡[º ¤ìº> ?

"=¤à
(J) ‘ºåA¡àÒüÚà š[Øl¡ìt¡ š[Øl¡ìt¡ &Òü ¤ÒüJà[>ìt¡Òü &A¡[ƒ> ëÎ š[Øl¡º ¤Øl¡

"Š±æt¡ A¡=ài¡à¡ú’ - ‘ëÎ’ ¤ºìt¡ A¡à¹ A¡=à ¤ºà ÒìÚìá ? A¡J> ëÎ
ºå[A¡ìÚ ºå[A¡ìÚ A¡ã ¤Òü šØl¡[áº ? ëÎ A¡ã "Š±æt¡ A¡=à ¤Òü[i¡ìt¡ šìØl¡[áº¡?

–––––––––X–––––––––X–––––––––
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CODE - A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR

PT-3 EXAMINATION (2022-2023)
SUBJECT :  L2 - HINDI

CLASS - IX
Time : 1.5 Hrs. Max. Marks 40
================================================================

Page-1 of 2

g^r àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE

1. {ZåZ{b{IV àíZm| Ho$ g§{já CÎma Xr{OE … 3×3=9

(H$) ""ào‘M§X Ho$ ’$Q>o OyVo'' nmR> ‘| "Q>rbo' eãX H$m à¶moJ {H$Z g§X^m] H$mo
B§{JV H$aZo Ho$ {bE {H$¶m J¶m hmoJm ?

(I) bo{IH$m CXÿ©-’$magr ³¶m| Zht grI nmB© ?
(J) bo{IH$m Zo AnZr ‘m± Ho$ ì¶{º$Ëd H$s {H$Z {deofVmAm| H$m CëboI

{H$¶m h¡ ?
2. {ZåZ{b{IV àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE … 3×2=6

(H$) Jm±d H$mo "‘aH$V {S>ã~o gm Iwbm' ³¶m| H$hm J¶m h¡ ?
(I) ‘oK ê$nr ‘oh‘mZ Ho$ AmZo go dmVmdaU ‘| ³¶m n[adV©Z hþE ?

3. {ZåZ{b{IV àíZm| Ho$ g§{já CÎma Xr{OE … 4×2=8

(H$) ar‹T> H$s hÈ>r EH$m§H$s Ho$ AmYma na am‘ñdê$n Am¡a Jmonmb àgmX H$s
Mm[a{ÌH$ {deofVmE± ~VmBE&

(I) g‘mO ‘| ‘{hbmAm| H$mo C{MV J[a‘m {XbmZo hoVw Amn H$m¡Z-H$m¡Z go
à¶mg H$a gH$Vo h¢ ?

5. (H$) g‘ñV nXm| H$m {dJ«h H$aHo$ g‘mg H$m Zm‘ {b{IE … 1×4=4

(A) OrdZ-‘aU (Am) ¶Wmep³V
(B) gámh (B©) dZ‘mZwf
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(I) {ZåZ{b{IV H$mì¶ n§{º$¶m| ‘| à¶wº$ Ab§H$ma Ho$ ôX {b{IE
… 1×4=4

(A) ‘mbm ’o$aV OwJ ^¶m, J¶m Z ‘ZH$m ’o$a&
H$aH$m ‘ZH$m S>m[aHo$, ‘Z H$m ‘ZH$m ’o$a&&

(Am) ’¡$br IoVm| ‘| Xÿa VbH$
‘I‘b-gr H$mo‘b h[a¶mbr&

(B) H$b H$mZZ Hw§$S>b ‘moa nIm,
S>a n¡ ~Z‘mb {~amOV h¡&

(B©) àH¥${V H$m AZwamJ-A§Mb {hb ahm h¡&
(J) àË¶oH$ CngJ© go Xmo-Xmo eãX ~ZmBE … 1×2=2

(A) AZ (Am) AY
(K) {XE JE eãXm| go ‘yb eãX VWm àË¶¶ AbJ H$s{OE … 1×2=2

(A) ì¶mnm[aH$ (Am) S>amdZm
5. H$m°ñ‘o{Q>H$ gm‘mZ IarXZo Ho$ g§~§Y ‘| AñWm Am¡a XþH$mZXma Ho$ ~rM hþE

g§dmX H$mo {b{IE& 5

OR (AWdm)
Amn {nN>bo Xmo {XZm| go {dÚmb¶ Zht JE h¢& AV… AnZr AZwnpñW{V Ho$
H$maU ~VmVo hþE àYmZmMm¶© H$mo B©-‘ob {bI|&

–––––––––X–––––––––X–––––––––
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                              SET  A 

BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, BURNPUR 
SUBJECTSECOND LANGUAGE (SANSKRIT) 

PT – 3    (2022 – 23) 
TIME: 1 ½ Hrs.                            CLASS – IX                                                FM – 40 

सव�षाम ्��नानाम ्उ�तरा�ण �लखत 
1. अधो�ल�खतं ग�यांश ंप�ठ�वा ��नानाम ्उ�तरा�ण �लखत ।  5 
 नम�दातीरे एक: �वशाल: व�ृ: आसीत ्।त� अनेके खगा: �नडा�न रच�य�वा 

सुखेन अवसन।् एकदा महती विृ�ट: अभवत।् ति�मन ् एव काले कि�चत ्
वानर: विृ�टजलेन आ��: कं�पत: च सन ् त� आग�छत।्सः त�य व�ृ�य 
अध: उपा�वशत।् शीतेन क�पमान ं तं वानरं ���वा खगा: क�टम ्
अ�वभवन।्ते तं वानरं क�णया अवदन–्भो वानर! �वं क�टम ् अनुभव�स? 
�व ं�कमथ� �वगहंृ न रचय�स? तेषां खगानां वचना�न ��ुवा सः वानर: �ु�: 
अभवत ्अ�च�तयत ्च- “एत ेखगा: माम ्उपहसि�त।” तदन�तरं सः व�ृम ्
आ��य तेषां खगानां नीडा�न ख�डश: कृ�वा भमूौ अ��पत।् 

 (I) एकपदेन उ�तरत ।     1×2=2 

  (क) केषाम ्वचना�न �ु�वा सः वानर: �ु�: अभवत?् 
  (ख) व�ृ�य अध: कः उपा�वशत ्? 
 (II) पूण�वा�येन उ�तरत ।     1×1=1 

  (क) खगा: वानरं �कम ्अकथयन ्? 
 (III) भा�षककाय�म ्।     1×2=2 

  (क) ‘मक� ट:’ इ�यथ� �कंपदम ्अ� �यु�तम ्? 
   (अ) कपय: (आ) अध: (इ) क�टम ्
  (ख) ‘शु�क:’ इ�त पद�य �वलोमपदं �कम?् 
   (अ) विृ�ट: (आ) आ��: (इ) कि�पत: 
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2. भवान ् �हसारनगरेि�थत: सोमनाथ:Iभवतः �म�ं आनंद: �द�ल�नगरे वस�तI 
तं पर��ायाम ्सफलताय ैवधा�पन-प�ं �लखत।  ½x10=5 
   (i) ------------ 
   �दनांक:---------- 

 ��य �म�, (ii) ---------- ! 
 अ� कुशलं (iii)----------I अ�यैव तव प�रणाम: (iv) --------- तव  

सफलतायाम ्�ा�वा मम मन�स (v)-------�स�नता जाता।मम एषा �स�नता 
(vi) ------ जाता यदा अहम ्तव नाम यो�यता –सूचौ (vii) -------- I �वया 
स�त –शता�न अंकाः �ा�ताःI �वं �नि�चत-�पेण (viii)-----�ा��य�सI �वया 
प�रवार�य �व�यालय�य च नाम उ��वल�कृतमI् 

 अ�याम ् उ��वल –सफलतायाम ् अहम ् (ix)------हा�द�कं वधा�पनं य�छा�म 
उ��वल-भ�व�याय च कामयेIमात�ृपतचृरणेषु �णाम:। 
    तव अ�भ�न�दयं �म�म,् 

         (x)----------- 
 मंजूषा - {महती, आगतः, छा�विृ�तम,् तु�यम,् �हसार-नगरत:, सोमनाथ:, 

त�ा�तु, आन�द, अ�धकतरा, अप�यम}्  
3. सं�कृतेन अनुवादम ्कु�त ।    1×5=5 
 (क) वह �व�यालय जाता है। (ख) बालक शेर से डरता है। 
 (ग) हम सब गाँव जाएँगे। (घ) ग�गा �हमालय से �नकलती है। 
 (ङ) वह पु�तक पढ़ती ह� ।  
4. सि�ध वा सि�ध�छेदम ्कु�त -    1×4=4 
 (क) जगत ्+ ईश: = -------- (ख) �नब�ल: = ------- + ------ 
 (ग) सः + अवसत ्= -------- (घ) वागीश: = ------- + ------ 
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5. उ�चत�वभि�तपदै: वा�या�न पूरयत -   1×3=3 
 (क) ------- परुत: सहसा �या�: आग�छत।् 
  (i) बालकानाम ् (ii) बालका: 
  (iii) बालकेष ु
 (ख) अहम ्------- ब�ह: इत�तत: अवकरं न ��पा�म। 
  (i) गहृम ् (ii) गहेृष ु
  (iii) गहृात ्
 (ग) -------- का�लदास: �े�ठ: अि�त। 
  (i) क�वम ् (ii) क�वषु 
  (iii) कवौ 
6. उ�चतधातु�पै:  वा�या�न परूयत -        ½×4=2 
 (क) बालका: पु�तका�न  ----------।       (प� -ल�) 
 (ख) �य: �व�यालये अवकाश: --------- ।     (अस ्- ल�) 
 (ग) �पतरं वाध��ये प�ु: अव�यं --------- । (सेव ्- ल�) 
 (घ) �वम ्साय ंकु� --------------- ।         (गम ्- ल�ृ) 
7. �कृ�त ��ययं कु�त -    ½×4=2 

 (क) �ु + �तवतु = ------- (ख) लभ ्+ शानच ्= ------------ 
 (ग) �लखन ्= ------ + ------ (घ) भी + �त = --------------- 
8. उ�चतश�द�प:ै वा�या�न पूरयत -   ½×4=2 
 (क) ता�न------- फला�न सि�त। (मधुरा�ण, मधरुा:, मधुरम)् 
 (ख) ------------ ��ेे धाव�त । (बालकै:, बालक:, बालकेन)  
 (ग) ---------- आपण ंग�छ�त। (रमा, रमया, रमा:) 
 (घ) तेन ------ सह राम: अग�छत।्  (बालका:, बालक�य, बालकेन)  
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9. एकपदेन उ�तरं  �लखत ।   1×3=3 
 (क) खगो�तम: क��शी ं�गरं �याजहार? 
 (ख) आयतलोचना का अि�त? 
 (ग) मानव: कु� सरु��त: �त�ठ�त? 
10. ��न�नमा�ण ंकु�त -    1×3=3 
 (क) व�ृकत�नातश्�ुवायु: न �ा�यते। 
 (ख) पया�वरणर�ण ंधम��य अ�गम ्अि�त। 
 (ग) अजात�शशु: मातगृभ� सरु��त: �त�ठ�त।   
11. उदाहरणमनुस�ृय पदरचनां कु�त -   1×3=3 
 यथा – न पेयम ्इ�त =   अपेयम ्
 (क)  न सुखम ्इ�त = --------- 
 (ख) न भाव: इ�त = --------- 
 (ग) न पूण�:इ�त =  -------- 
12. पया�य पदाना ंयोजयत -    1×3=3 

 (क) आशु  (i) प���े�ठ: 
 (ख) पतगस�तम: (ii) प�ृथ�याम ्
 (ग) भु�व  (iii) शी�म ्
 
 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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SET - B 

BURNPUR RIVERSIDESCHOOL, BURNPUR 
PERIODIC TEST -3 (2022-2023) 

SUBJECT- SECOND LANGUAGE (SANSKRIT) 

TIME- 1 ½ HOURS     CLASS – IX        FM-40 

================================================================= 

 

�नद�शा: - सव�षां ��नानाम ्उ�तरा�ण स�ंकृते �लखत– 
अप�ठत – गदयांश: 

1. अधो�ल�खतम ्ग�या�शम ्प�ठ�वा ��नान ्उ�तरत– 
 भारतदेश�य �मुखपव�सु �वजयादश�याः �मुखम ् �थानमि�त । आि�वन ्

मासे शु�ले प�े दश�याम ्�तथौ एष: उ�सव: भव�त । �ायश: एष: अ�टूबर 
मासे मा�यते । अि�मन ्काले वष�तु�: समा�त: भव�त । अतः सव�षाम ्कृते 
एष: उ�सव: �व�छता �दवस: भव�त । उ�सवात ् पवू�ष ु दश�दवसेषु 
��त�थानम ् ��तनगरम ् रामल�लायाः �दश�नम ् ��यत े । अि�मन ् मेलके 
�वशेषतः आमोद: - �मोद: भव�त । राम रावणाद�नाम ् �प ं धार�य�वा 
पा�ा�ण रामायण�य चल�च�म ्�दश�यं�त । अनेनो�सवेन वयं जानीम: यत ्
स�यं सदा �वजयत े,पापम ्अधम�: च सदा परािजत: भव�त ।  

 (अ) एकपदेन उ�तरत –   ½x2=1 
  (i) अ�टूबर मासे कतम: ऋतु: समा�त: भव�त ? 
  (ii) �वजयादशमी अ�मान ्�कं �श�ते ? 
 (ब) पूण�वा�येन उ�तरत -    1x2=2 
  (i) �वजयादश�या: उ�सव: कदा भव�त ? 
  (ii) �वजयादशमी अ�मान ्�कं �श�ते ? 
 (स) भा�षक – काय�म ्–   1x2=2 
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  (i) ‘जानीम:’ ��याया: कतृ�पदम ्�कम ्? 
  (ii) ‘पव�’ इ�य�य पया�यपदम ्�कम� �यु�तम ्? 
2. भवान ्सोमेश: अि�त । भवान ् �व�व�यालय�य वण�नम ्कतु�म ्इ�छ�त । 

�व�व�यालय�य वण�नम ् कतु�म ् �म�म ् ��त �ल�खते प� े �र�त�थाना�न 
पूर�य�वा �लखत ।     ½x10=5 

 (i) -------------- 
 �दनांक ------------ 
 ��य�म� (ii) ------------ , 
 नम�ते ।  
 अ� (iii) ----------- कुश�लन: त�ा�प कुश�लन: �युः इ�त म�ये । अधुना 

(iv)----------- �व�व�यालय�य वण�नम ्कतु�म ् इ�छा�म । मम �व�यालयः 
अतीव (v) ----------- अि�त । मम �व�यालये (vi) ----------- ��ड़ा�े�म ्

 समधृा: (vii) ---------- सुंदर: (viii) ---------- च सि�त । �धानाचाय�ः अतीव 
(ix) ---------- स��यवहारशील:च अि�त । अ�माकम ्अ�यापकाः मनोयोगेन 
पाठयि�त । सव� छा�ा: अ�प �यानेन पठि�त । �म�ल�वा एव पुनः 
�व�तारेण वाता�लापम ्क�र�या�म । �पतचृरणयो: �णामा: ।  

 तव अ�भ�न �म�म ् 
 (x) ---------- ।  
 मंजूषा -  अहम,् छा�ावासत:, शोभन:, यो�य:, �वशालम,् �दनेश:, 

पु�तकालयः, �योगशालाः, सव�, सोमेशः । 
3. सं�कृतभाषायाम ्अनुवादम ्कु�त –   1x5=5 
 (i) म� पु�तक पढ़ता हँू । ----------------------------- 
 (ii) तुम प� �लखते हो । ----------------------------- 
 (iii) वह घर जाता है । -------------------------------- 
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 (iv) वह महल खर�दता है ---------------------------- 
 (v) वह गु� क� सेवा करता है । -------------------- 
4. सं�धम ्वा �व�छेदम ्कु�त -     1x4=4 
 (i) गौ�रयम ्= ---------- + ------------ 
 (ii) तयो�रव = ----------- + ----------- 
 (iii) वागीश: = ----------- + ----------- 
 (iv) सदाचारः = --------- + ------------ 
5. उ�चतपदै: �र�त�थाना�न परूयत –    1x3=3 
 (i) ---------- ब�ह: ��ड़ा�े�म ्अि�त । (�व�यालय) 
 (ii) रामः ---------- �वभे�त । (वानर) 
 (iii) ---------- प�ृठतः क: ? (�ाम)् 
6. �कृ�त ��ययम ्कु�त –   ½x4=2 
 (i) प�ठत: -------- + --------- (ii) गतवान ्-------- + ---------- 
 (iii) ग�छन ्-------- + -------- (iv) सेवमान: ------- + -------- 
7. �द�त�वक�पे�यः उ�चतम ्श�द�पम ्�च�वा �र�त�थाना�न पूरयत –½x4=2 
 (i) �व�यया --------- जीवनम ्शोभत े। (अ�माकम,् अ�मान,् माम)् 
 (ii) ----------- ऋ�षम ्उपग�छ�स । (�वम,् अहम,् आवाम)् 
 (iii) ---------- ! हे नदयौ ! हे नदय: ! (हे नद�, हे नद�;, हे न�द !) 
 (iv) ---------- क�ायाम ्बा�लकाः पठि�त । (मया, मत,् मम ) 
8. उ�चत धातु�पै: वा�या�न परूयत –   ½X4=2 
 (i) धमा�चरणात ्जन: सुखम ्----------- । 
  (A) लभेते (B) लभते 
  (C) लभ�ते  (D) लभे 
 (ii) बालकाः क�दकेुन ------------- । 
  (A) ��ड़�त (B) ��डत: 
  (C) ��डि�त  (D) ��ड़तु 
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 (iii) पुरा नलः नामकः एक: नपृ: ----------- । 
  (A) अि�त (B) आसीत ्
  (C) आसन ् (D) आस 
 (iv) �श�य: गु�ं ----------- । 
  (A) सेवत े (B) सेवसे 
  (C) सेव�त े (D) सेवे 
(9) एकपदेन उ�तरत –   ½X4=2 
 (i) सीता कं संबोधय�त ? 
 (ii) कः अवसु�त: आसीत ्? 
 (iii) आयतलोचना का आसीत ्? 
 (iv) खगो�तम: क��शीम ्�गरं �याजहार ? 
(10) पूण�वा�येन उ�तरत –   1x4=4 
 (i) जटाय:ु केन वामबाहु: दंश�त ? 
 (ii) पतगे�वर: रावण�य क��शम ्चापम ्सशरम ्बभ�ज ? 
 (iii) जटाय:ु सीतायाः क��शम ्श�दम ्शु�ुवे ? 
 (iv) सा �कं कुव��ती ग�ृम ्ददश� ? 
(11) उदाहरणमनुस�ृय पदरचनाम ्कु�त –   1x4=4 
 यथा – जले चरि�त इ�त -------   जलचर: 
 (i) �थले चरि�त इ�त = ----------------------- 
 (ii) �नशायां चरि�त इ�त = ----------------------- 
 (iii) �योि�न चरि�त इ�त = ----------------------- 
 (iv) भूमौ चरि�त इ�त = ----------------------- 
(12) उदाहरणमनुस�ृय उपसगा�न ्पथृक् कृ�वा �लखत – ½x4=2 
 यथा – संर�णाय --------------- सम ्
 (i) �भव�त = -------------- (ii) �नवसि�त = ---------------- 
 (iii) समुपहरि�त = ------------ (iv) �वतरि�त = --------------- 

------------------------------------------------- 


